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ABSTRACT: Guanabenz (GA) is an orally active α2-adrenergic
agonist that has been used for many years for the treatment of
hypertension. We recently described that GA is also active against
both yeast and mammalian prions in an α2-adrenergic receptor-
independent manner. These data suggest that this side-activity of
GA could be explored for the treatment of prion-based diseases and
other amyloid-based disorders. In this perspective, the potent
antihypertensive activity of GA happens to be an annoying side-
effect that could limit its use. In order to get rid of GA agonist
activity at α2-adrenergic receptors, we performed a structure−
activity relationship study around GA based on changes of the
chlorine positions on the benzene moiety and then on the modifications of the guanidine group. Hence, we identified the two
derivatives 6 and 7 that still possess a potent antiprion activity but were totally devoid of any agonist activity at α2-adrenergic
receptors. Similarly to GA, 6 and 7 were also able to inhibit the protein folding activity of the ribosome (PFAR) which has been
suggested to be involved in prion appearance/maintenance. Therefore, these two GA derivatives are worth being considered as
drug candidates.

KEYWORDS: Antiprion compounds, guanabenz, yeast model for prion diseases, PrPSc prion protein,
structure−activity relationship study, α2-adrenergic agonist

Since the outbreak of bovine spongiform encephalopathy
and the emergence of its human counterpart, the new

variant of Creutzfeldt−Jakob disease, a growing interest has
been raised for these mammalian unconventional infectious
prion diseases caused by the autocatalytic conversion of the
host-encoded cellular prion protein PrPC into an amyloidogenic
and pathogenic isoform called PrPSc. Thousands of molecules
have been screened for their antiprion capacities, and various
chemical classes of compounds have been shown to present
some antiprion activity when tested in vitro, ex vivo, and in
vivo.1−5 These compounds target either the expression or the
stability of PrP, the conversion of PrPC to PrPSc, or PrPSc

propagation. Neuroprotecting compounds that either increase
protein chaperone levels or reduce ER stress have also been
identified,4,6 but none of them can prevent or protect against
prion diseases. It is now clear that therapies based on

combinations of compounds will be necessary to restrain
prion spreading and subsequent neurological damage.
Proteins behaving like prions have also been identified in the

budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae.7 Among the yeast prions
described so far, the most well-known are [PSI+] and [URE3].
We set up a yeast-based assay whose aim was to identify
compounds acting in trans, that is, targeting cellular pathways
involved in the prion propagation and conserved from yeast to
mammals,8,9 instead of compounds acting in cis directly on
PrPSc or PrPC. Using this systematic approach to screen large
chemical libraries, we determined that guanabenz (GA), an
aminoguanidine derivative already in use for the treatment of
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hypertension under the trade name Wytensine, was active
against both yeast and mammalian prions.5 GA was further
shown to inhibit the protein folding activity of the ribosome
(PFAR), a second enzymatic activity borne by the large rRNA
of the large subunit of the ribosome at the level of domain V, as
peptidyl transferase activity.10−13 These data suggest that GA-
mediated inhibition of PFAR may be the cause of its antiprion
activity and that PFAR may be involved in the prion
propagation. Therefore, the treatment of prion-based diseases
constitutes a potential new therapeutic indication for GA in
addition to its current use as an antihypertensive agent.
Afterward, the effect of GA has also been studied in the

context of endoplasmic reticulum stress. Treatment with a
massive dose of GA over a short period was shown to rescue
cells artificially stressed by the deleterious accumulation of
misfolded proteins that yield to cellular proteostasis dis-
ruption.14 In this study, the authors suggested that this
protective effect of GA was due to its specific binding to
PPP1R15A subunit which led to a transient increase of the
phosphorylated eIF2α level. However, a later report from the
same authors showed that a sustained increase of the
phosphorylated eIF2α level was detrimental for the survival
of prion-infected mice and that the decrease of the
phosphorylated eIF2α level was neuroprotective.15 Altogether
with the fact that GA has been shown to have an antiprion
effect at a much lower dose and through a prolonged
treatment,5,16 these data cast doubt on eIF2α phosphorylation
as a bona fide therapeutic target for prion-based diseases. They
rather suggest that GA mode of action as an antiprion drug is
due to the inhibition of PFAR rather than PPP1R15A.
Recent evidence suggests that other neurodegenerative

diseases linked to amyloid-forming proteins (e.g., tau and Aβ
for Alzheimer’s disease, αSyn for Parkinson’s disease, FUS and
TDP43 for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or Htt for
Huntington’s disease) may also involve conformational prion-
like autocatalytic changes of their native cellular conformers
into amyloid, thereby allowing their spread from cell to cell and
thus the progression of the disease from one tissue to
another.17−21 In accordance with these studies, we recently
showed that GA was able to suppress, in a drosophila model, all
the typical features of OPMD (oculopharyngeal muscular
dystrophy). This inherited dominant myodegenerative disease
is caused by the extension of a polyalanine tract in PABPN1
protein, which causes its accumulation as amyloids within the
nuclei of muscular cells, thereby leading to a muscular cell
death and eventually to a muscle disorganization and
degeneration.16 GA has also been shown to reduce paralysis,
neurodegeneration, and oxidative stress in Caenorhabditis
elegans and Danio rerio models for the amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis expressing mutant TDP-43.22 The increasing under-
standing of the prionization process and the broadening list of
antiprion compounds may thus benefit all proteinopathies. The
quest for antiprion drugs with new cellular targets or original
modes of action is thus an important issue which goes far
beyond the rare prion-based diseases.
Guanabenz (GA) is an orally active α2-adrenergic agonist, an

activity that is responsible for its anti-hypertensive effect. GA is
able to cross the blood brain barrier.23−25 GA has been safely
used in clinic for more than 30 years on a daily basis, and
pharmacological and toxicological analyses showed that GA
treatment has no major side effects. However, in the
perspective of using GA for the treatment of amyloid-based
diseases, its potent antihypertensive activity becomes an

annoying side-effect that could limit its use. We therefore
sought to design chemical derivatives of GA that have retained
potent antiprion activity but have lost their α2-adrenergic
agonist activity for future use as therapy against prion and other
amyloid-based diseases.
We first performed a structure−activity relationship (SAR)

study around GA based on the changes of the chlorine
positions on the benzene moiety and then on the modifications
of the guanidine group. All GA derivatives were tested for their
antiprion activity against PrPSc. We focused on two derivatives,
6 and 7, which were more active against PrPSc than GA. In
addition, our results show that compounds 6 and 7 appeared to
be devoid of any agonist activity at α2-adrenergic receptors A,
B, and C. They also show that, similarly to GA, their antiprion
activity is linked to their ability to inhibit PFAR. GA derivatives
6 and 7 are thus worth being considered as drug candidates for
the treatment of amyloid-based diseases and can also be
valuable tools to decipher the biological role of PFAR, a protein
chaperon activity which is still poorly understood.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure−Activity Relationship (SAR) Study around

GA. In order to identify some potent antiprion compounds
devoid of α2-adrenergic agonistic activity, we synthesized a set
of GA analogues that were tested for their activity against the
mammalian prion PrPSc ex vivo. This assay is based on the use
of the MovS6 murine peripheral neuroglial cell line. MovS6
cells express the ovine PrP encoding gene under the control of
its endogenous promoter and are chronically infected by 127S
sheep scrapie prion.26,27 Prion infection is classically monitored
in these cells by quantifying, by immunoblot or immunostain-
ing, the levels of proteinase K (PK) resistant PrPSc, named
PrPres.26 Indeed, while PrPC is PK-sensitive, PrPSc is partially
resistant due to conformational changes. MovS6 cells were
treated for 6 days with a 0−20 μM concentration range of the
various GA derivatives, and the amount of PrPres was
determined by western blot. The data are presented as
histograms (Figures 1 and 2) depicting PrPres levels in the
culture at each drug concentration (Figure S1, Supporting
Information).
As shown in Figure 1, the absence of chlorine (derivative 1)

led to a substantial loss of activity. The presence of one chlorine
atom at position 2 (derivative 2), 3 (derivative 3), or 4
(derivative 4) of the benzene ring increased the antiprion
activity, but only at the concentration of 20 μM. 3-
chlorobenzene and 4-chlorobenzene derivatives showed a
similar or superior antiprion activity compared to that of GA.
The insertion of a second chlorine atom led to more potent
compounds. 2,4-dichloro (derivative 5) and 3,4-dichloroben-
zene (derivative 6) derivatives showed a significant antiprion
activity at 6 μM, but both compounds were toxic at 20 μM. In
contrast, 3,5-dichlorobenzene derivative (derivative 7) ap-
peared very efficient even at 1.8 μM and was not toxic at the
maximal tested concentration (20 μM). Next, we evaluated a
varied fonctionalization of the guanidine moiety (Figure 2). We
observed that, depending on the position of the chlorine atoms
on the benzene ring, the modifications of the guanidine moiety
had variable impacts on their antiprion activity. Consequently,
the guanidine derivatives were synthesized using three different
aromatic rings (2,6-dichlorobenzene, 3-chlorobenzene, and 3,4-
chlorobenzene). The insertion of a methyl group at the
terminal nitrogen ω did not affect the antiprion activity
(derivatives 11 and 15). In contrast, the introduction of a
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phenyl group at the same position led to toxicity at 6 μM
(derivatives 8 and 16) or 20 μM (derivative 12), without any
improvement of the antiprion activity at 1.8 μM. The
incorporation of guanidine into cyclic systems, such as

dihydroimidazoylhydrazone (derivatives 9, 13, and 17) and
tetrahydropyrimidylhydrazone (derivatives 10, 14, and 18), did
not lead to any significant improvement of the antiprion
activity. Finally, the scaffold rigidification led to constrained
aminotriazine 19, but this compound appeared to be inactive.
In terms of physicochemical properties, most of the compounds
exhibit similar properties to those of GA. For example, the log P
of GA analogues 5−7 is equal to 1.35 (calculated at pH 7.4)
and is exactly the same as that of GA. Consequently, the
difference in the activity observed is unlikely due to a difference
in cell permeation. Globally, the whole set of compounds show
log P values in accordance with the Lipinski rules. In conclusion
of this structure−activity relationship study, we showed that the
positions of the chlorine atoms on the benzene ring appeared
critical for the antiprion activity, highlighting 3,5-dichloroben-
zene as the best combination. On the contrary, modifications of
the guanidine moiety did not lead to any significant gain or loss
of activity, except for the introduction of the phenyl moiety
which induced toxicity.
GA derivatives depicted in Figures 1 and 2 were assayed for

their activity against [PSI+] and [URE3] yeast prions to assess
whether they targeted some prionization mechanisms con-
served from yeast to mammals. Briefly, [PSI+] and [URE3]
yeast cells were spread on a rich solid (agar-based) medium,
small filters were placed on the agar surface, and then 50 nmol
of each compound solubilized in DMSO were loaded on each
filter. This yeast-based assay uses a colorimetric detection
system in which the prion-containing yeast cells form pink or
white colonies, depending on the strength of the prion strain
used.8,9 Yeast cells from which the prion has been eliminated
(cured) form red colonies. An antiprion compound would thus
lead to the formation of a halo of red colonies around the filter
onto which it has been loaded. Among the 20 compounds
tested, only 7 were active against PrPSc, [PSI+] (STRg6 strain)
and [URE3] (Figure S2A and Table S1). STRg6 yeast strain
contains a strong [PSI+] strain that is harder to cure than the
weak [PSI+] strain. We thus evaluated the antiprion activity of
GA derivatives on a weak variant of [PSI+] prion. As shown in
Figure S2B (left panel), compounds 7 and 15 showed some
activity against the weak [PSI+] prion and the activity of 19 was
confirmed. Compounds 12, 16, 17, and 18 that were toxic on
STRg6 strain were active against the weak [PSI+] prion. Their
toxicity was reduced probably because we used a WT strain
whose permeability is lower than the one of STRg6 yeast strain
in which ERG6 gene has been deleted, thereby increasing yeast
cell permeability. In order to enhance weak [PSI+] strain
permeability, the yeast medium was supplemented with a small
quantity of SDS, a detergent that has recently been shown to
increase yeast permeability without disturbing cell growth.28

The presence of SDS at 0.003% allowed the detection of the
antiprion activity of compounds 5 and 6 and confirmed the
activity of 15 (Figure S2B, right panel). The antiprion activity
of the 19 compounds analysed is summarized in Table S1.
Despite the use of a weaker prion strain and the increase of
yeast cells’ permeability, some discrepancies between the
activity of the compounds against the mammalian and yeast
prions were observed. Dissimilarities for compounds 1 and 2
may be due to slight differences between species in the
conserved targeted mechanisms. For compound 8, this disparity
is probably due to the high toxicity of the compound for
MovS6 cells. These discrepancies between the activity of the
compounds against the mammalian prion and yeast prions may
also be due to a lower stability of some compounds on the yeast

Figure 1. Molecular structure and anti-PrPSc activity of compounds
from SAR around GA based on its benzene ring. This first set of SAR
around GA was performed by modifying the position and the number
of chlorine atoms on the benzene ring, without modification of the
guanidine moiety. The antiprion activity of these seven GA derivatives
was evaluated using scrapie-infected MovS6 cells. The cells were
treated for 6 days with increasing amounts of compounds, lysed, and
then subjected to PK digestion to specifically reveal PK-resistant PrPSc

(PrPres) by immunoblot. The effect of compounds on the steady state
level of PrP (PrPtot) was determined on the same MovS6-treated cell
lysates in the absence of PK treatment (Figure S1). If the basal level of
PrPtot (PrPC + PrPSc), which is determined by using cell lysates not
treated by PK, remained unchanged upon a drug treatment, it indicates
that the drug does not act by decreasing the level of PrP. The ratios of
western blot PrPres/PrPtot signals are presented in the form of
histograms for each compound.

Figure 2. Molecular structure and anti-PrPSc activity of SAR around
GA based on its guanidine moiety. A second set of SAR around GA
was performed by modifying GA guanidine moiety using three
different aromatic rings (2,6-dichlorobenzene, 3-chlorobenzene, and
3,4-chlorobenzene). The antiprion activity of these 12 GA derivatives
was evaluated as described in Figure 1. The ratios of western blot
PrPres/PrPtot signals are presented in the form of histograms for each
compound.
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acidic solid medium, an enhanced metabolic degradation by
yeast cells, or an increased rejection by multidrug resistance
(MDR) pumps which exist in yeast as well as in mammals. In
light of this SAR study around GA showing that the
modification of the position of the chlorine residues was
associated with an antiprion activity change (Figure 1), which
was not the case for the modification of the guanidine moiety
(Figure 2), we chose to focus our analysis on the two most
promising compounds, 6 and 7. Tighter concentration ranges
of 6 and 7 were tested on MovS6 cells to define their IC50.
Compared to GA for which the IC50 is 12.5 ± 2.7 μM, the IC50
for 6 is 2.8 ± 1.3 μM, whereas the one for 7 is 1.1 ± 0.5 μM
(Figure S3).
6 and 7 Are Not Agonists of α2-Adrenergic Receptors.

GA is a potent nonselective α2-adrenergic agonist, clinically
used for treating hypertension. In the absence of hypertension,
GA administration led to side effects such as dizziness or
weakness. To our knowledge, no structure−activity relationship
study has ever been reported for GA activity toward α2-
adrenergic receptors. The agonist activity of the two most
promising compounds 6 and 7 at the human α2-adrenergic
receptors was thus evaluated using CHO cells overexpressing
one of the three human α2-adrenergic receptor isoforms (α2A-
AR, α2B-AR, or α2C-AR). The activity of 6 and 7 was
compared to the activity of epinephrine (α2A-AR and α2C-AR)
or dexmedetomidine (α2C-AR), which are potent α2-
adrenergic receptor agonists. The data presented in Figure 3
clearly show that neither 6 nor 7 displays any agonist activity at
the human α2-adrenergic receptors up to 3 μM, indicating that
these two potent antiprion compounds are deprived of the
agonist activity that is responsible for GA antihypertensive
action. In contrast, GA is known to exhibit agonist activities in
the nanomolar range for the three α2-adrenergic receptor
subtypes (Ki of α2A-AR = 2.0 nM; Ki of α2B-AR = 2.9 nM; Ki
of α2C-AR = 0.9 nM29). Moreover, these data confirm our
previously published data suggesting that GA antiprion activity
is not due to its α2-adrenergic agonist activity,5 which is
confirmed by its activity in yeast that does not contain any kind
of α2-adrenergic receptors. Compounds 6 and 7 are thus worth
being considered as promising antiprion drug candidates as
they have lost their ability to activate α2-adrenergic receptors.
6 and 7 are Inhibitors of the Protein Folding Activity

of the Ribosome (PFAR). In previous studies, we showed that
GA is a specific inhibitor of PFAR. Apart from the peptidyl
transferase activity involved in translation, PFAR is a second
rRNA-borne function of the ribosome that is still unsung but
which may play a central role in the propagation of
prions.13,30−32 As for the peptidyl transferase activity, rRNA
nucleotides involved in PFAR are located in domain V of the
large rRNA component of the ribosomal large subu-
nit.10−13,33,34 Because compounds 6 and 7 are close derivatives
of GA, their anti-PFAR capacity was tested. For that purpose,
we used an in vitro assisted folding assay based on the refolding
of a denaturated enzyme, human carbonic anhydrase-1 (hCA-
1), by purified ribosomes. hCA-1 correct refolding was assessed
by following the reappearance of its enzymatic activity in
comparison to native hCA-1. Self-folding, that is, hCA-1
capacity to recover an active conformation without any
assistance, was about 25%. PFAR displayed by purified
Escherichia coli ribosomes restored about 65% of hCA-1 activity
(Figure 4). Compounds 6 and 7 had no effect on hCA-1 self-
folding but strongly inhibited the protein folding activity of 70S
ribosomes (Figure 4), in the same range as that of GA.31

Altogether, these data indicate that 6 and 7 conserved the anti-
PFAR properties of GA and also reinforce that PFAR might be
involved in prion propagation both in yeast and mammals, as
confirmed by our recent in vivo data (C.V., J.E., P.h.N., and
M.B. unpublished data).

6 and 7 are Able to Reduce PrPSc Propagation in
Cultured Organotypic Cerebellar Slices (OCSs). The
antiprion activity of 6 and 7 was finally evaluated using prion
infected cultured organotypic cerebellar slices (OCSs). OCSs
correspond to slices of the cerebellum of transgenic mouse
pups overexpressing ovine PrP that are kept in culture. This
assay allows ex vivo prion replication under conditions closely
resembling an intracerebral infection and thus enables the
evaluation of the antiprion drug effect in a cerebral context.
OCSs have been shown to retain the cerebellar architecture

Figure 3. Agonistic activity of 6 and 7 at the human α2-adrenergic
receptors. The agonistic activity of compounds 6 and 7 was evaluated
using cells overexpressing one of the three human α2-adrenergic
receptor isoforms α2A (A), α2B (B), or α2C (C). The results are
depicted as percentages of the agonist activity of compounds 6 and 7
at α2-adrenergic receptors compared to DMSO. Epinephrine was used
as an agonistic control for α2A-AR (EC50 of 5.5 × 10−9 M) and α2C-
AR (EC50 of 9.3 × 10−9 M), and dexmedetomidine was used as an
agonistic control for α2B-AR (EC50 of 2.8 × 10−8 M).
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and, when infected by scrapie PrPSc, display classical hallmarks
of prion diseases such as prion replication, spongiform changes,
and neurodegeneration, although neuronal loss is only a late
effect that can be observed from 42 days of culture.35 OCSs also
present the significant advantage of minimizing the number of
sacrificed animals36 and of considerably shortening the time-
scale of the experiment as PrPSc can be detected only 2 weeks
after the prion inoculation from OCS overexpressing ovine PrP
(tg338 mouse strain) without any amplification step (S.H., V.B.
unpublished data).
Compound 6, 7 and GA intrinsic toxicity on WT OCSs was

first evaluated. In the absence of treatment (Figure S4, panel A)
or in the presence of any of the drugs tested up to 6 μM
(Figure S4, panels B−D) or DMSO control (Figure S4, panel
E), Purkinje cells (GABAergic neurons located in the
cerebellum, green staining) were abundant in cerebellar slice
cultures and presented highly branched dendrites, indicating
that the tested drugs were not toxic for this cell type. In the
presence of 20 μM GA, very few Purkinje cells could be
observed (Figure S4, panel F). In the presence of 20 μM of
compound 6 (Figure S4, panel G) or compound 7 (Figure S4,
panel H), Purkinje cells were less abundant than those in the
control slices, and the few Purkinje cells present were dying, as
indicated by the absence or scarce presence of dendrites
(Figure S4, panels A and E) and the presence of fragmented
dendritic trees (arrowheads Figure S4, panels G and H). When
tested at 20 μM (Figure S4, panels J−L), none of the drugs
tested showed toxicity for astrocytes (anti-GFAP, red staining)
that presented the same aspect as in the presence of DMSO
control alone (Figure S4, panel I). None of the drugs (Figure
S4, panels N−P) were toxic at 20 μM for granular cells
(cerebellar neurons, which mainly correspond to the layers of
highly dense nuclei stained by DAPI), as thick layers of nuclei
were preserved in almost all the slices cultivated as in DMSO
control alone (Figure S4, panel M). At 40 μM of any of the
drugs tested, massive cell loss (astrocytes and neurons) was
observed (data not shown).

OCSs were prion-infected after 1 week of culture, cultivated
during 1 additional week to allow the prion replication, and
then treated during 2 weeks with various concentrations of 6, 7,
and GA as the reference compound. The treatment was not
carried out concomitantly with the infection in order to prevent
any side effects on the initial uptake of the inoculum by the
slices and also to match medical treatment conditions. OCSs
were then either lysed to determine the presence of PrPres

(Figure 5) or immunostained to control the integrity of OCSs

(Figure S5). Similarly to what was observed when using prion-
infected cells (MovS6, Figures 1, 2, and S1), the quantity of
PrPres was reduced on the slices treated by 1.8, 6, and 20 μM of
compounds 6 and 7 despite a slight toxicity at 20 μM (Figure
S4). Compounds 6 and 7 showed a better antiprion activity
than GA at 6 μM.
As 127S prion strain mainly replicates in astrocytes but not in

neurons (unpublished observations), we determined whether
the antiprion effect of compounds 6, 7, and GA did not rely on
the astrocyte death. In the presence of any of the drugs tested
or DS500 positive control (Figure S5, panels B−D and F−L),
astrocytes of OCSs infected by 127S prion strain presented the
same aspect as in the presence of DMSO control alone (Figure
S5, panels A and E), suggesting that the tested drugs were not
more toxic for astrocytes infected by 127S prion than for
noninfected astrocytes, and that their antiprion activity did not
occur through the death of astrocytes. The antiprion effect of
compounds 6 and 7 did not rely either on a decrease of PrPC

expression level as PrPtot was not affected in the presence of any
of the drugs tested (Figures 5 and S5). Thick layers of nuclei
mainly corresponding to granular cells were largely preserved in

Figure 4. In vitro anti-PFAR activity of GA derivatives 6 and 7. The
effect of compounds 6 and 7 on the ribosome-assisted folding of
denatured hCA-1 was evaluated. The correct refolding was assessed by
measuring the recovery of hCA-1 enzymatic activity as a function of
time in comparison to that of the native enzyme stored undiluted on
ice (normalized to 100%). hCA-1 self-refolding was about 25% (black
bar). In the presence of 70S ribosome, refolding increased up to 65%
due to PFAR (white bar). In the presence of 50−250 μM of
compounds 6 and 7, PFAR was inhibited in a concentration
dependent manner (dark gray bars), but 6 and 7 had no effect on
the self-folding of denatured hCA-1 at 250 μM (light gray bars).

Figure 5. Antiprion activity of GA derivatives 6 and 7 using cultured
organotypic cerebellar slices. The cerebellar slices from tg338
transgenic mice were prion infected after 7 days and were treated 7
days after infection with increasing concentrations of GA, 6 or 7.
Three weeks after infection, among which was 2 weeks of treatment,
the cerebellar slice cultures infected by 127S prion strain were
harvested for protein analyses by western blot. OCS lysates were
subjected to PK digestion to specifically reveal PrPres by immunoblot.
The effect of compounds on the steady state level of PrP (PrPtot) was
determined on the same OCS lysates in the absence of PK treatment
(lower panel). The same blot was used to check the loading
homogeneity using anti-actin antibodies (middle panel). Ratios of
western blot PrPres/PrPtot signals are indicated below each lane. The
blots shown are representative of three independent experiments
which all produced similar results.
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the presence of any of the drugs tested or DS500 (Figure S5,
panels N−P and R−X) as in the presence of DMSO control
alone (Figure S5, panels M and Q), suggesting that the tested
drugs are not toxic for granular cells in the context of a prion
infection. Nevertheless, some areas devoid of granular cells can
be found in slices independently of the drug applied and its
concentration and even in the presence of DMSO control alone
(arrowheads, Figure S5), suggesting that granular cells are
particularly sensitive in the context of the prion infection,
independently of the applied treatment. Altogether, these OCS
data suggest that compounds 6 and 7 display a potent antiprion
activity in vivo.
This structure−activity relationship study around GA thus

allowed the identification of compounds 6 and 7, two potent
antiprion and anti-PFAR compounds devoid of any agonist
activity at α2-adrenergic receptors. 6 and 7 are thus worth to be
considered as drug candidates to treat amyloid-based diseases.

■ METHODS
Synthesis of GA Derivatives. See the Supporting Information.
PrPSc Clearance Assay in MovS6 Cells. Experiments were

performed as previously described.3,26 See the Supporting Information
for further details.
Yeast-Based Assay. The yeast strains used in this study were

STRg6 (74-D694, Mata, ERG6::TRP1, ade1−14, trp1−289, his3Δ200,
ura3−52, leu2−3,112) containing the strong [PSI+] prion strain, WT
(74-D694 Mata, ade1−14, trp1−289, his3Δ200, ura3−52, leu2−3,112)
containing the weak [PSI+] prion strain, and SB34 (Mata,
ERG6::TRP1, dal5::ADE2, ade2−1, trp1−1, leu2−3,112, his3−11,15,
ura2::HIS) containing [URE3] prion. Yeast cells were grown and used
as previously described.8 Experiments were performed as previously
described.3,8,37 See the Supporting Information for further details.
α2-Adrenergic Agonistic Activity Assays. The agonistic activity

of compounds at α2-adrenergic receptors was performed using CHO
cells endogenously expressing human α2A-AR (CEREP, #G120-2558,
according to ref 38), α2B-AR (CEREP, # G011-1813, according to ref
39), and α2C-AR receptors (CEREP, # G006-1736, according to ref
40). See the Supporting Information for further details.
In Vitro Ribosome Assisted Protein Folding Assay. 70S E. coli

ribosomes were prepared using sucrose gradient zonal ultra-
centrifugation as previously described,41 and refolding experiments
in vitro were performed as previously described.31 See the Supporting
Information for further details.
Ethics Statement. The animal experiments were carried out in

strict accordance with EU directive 2010/63 and were approved by the
local ethics committee of the authors’ institution (Comethea, INRA
Agroparitech ethics committee, permit number 12/034). All efforts
were made to minimize suffering.
Organotypic Slice Cultures (OCSs). The antiprion activity of

drugs was evaluated using cultured organotypic cerebellar slices
(OCSs). Cerebella were dissected from 9−11 day old tg338 transgenic
mice overexpressing VRQ allele of the ovine prion protein.42 The
preparation and culture of slices were performed as described in the
protocol published for the Prion Organotypic Slice Culture Assay36

except for prion infection. Briefly, cerebella were embedded in 2.5%
low melting point agarose (Invitrogen) dissolved in Gey’s balanced salt
solution (Eurobio) supplemented with 1 mM of glutamate receptor
antagonist kynurenic acid (Sigma) and 33 mM of glucose (Sigma).
Slices of 350 mm thickness were cut on a vibratome (HM650 V,
Microm), recovered from agarose, and then placed on 6-well Millicell
culture inserts (Millipore) in groups of six to eight slices. The inserts
were transferred to a cell culture plate and cultured in a sterile slice
culture medium (SCM) composed of 50% minimum essential medium
(Gibco), 25% Basal Medium Eagle (Gibco), and 25% horse serum
(Gibco) and supplemented with glucose, penicillin/streptomycin, and
stable glutamine (PAA). The slices were cultured at 37 °C in a
humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2, and the culture medium was
replaced three times a week. A 10−3 dilution of brain stock prepared

from terminally ill tg338 mice experimentally infected with 127S prion
strain was prepared in SCM. The brain dilution (2 μL/slice, i.e., 2 μg
of brain tissue per slice) was applied on the slices after 7 days in vitro
(DIV). After 14 DIV (i.e., 7 DIV postinoculation), the drugs were
added to SCM at 1.8, 6, and 20 μM. As a negative control, vehicle only
(DMSO) was added to SCM. DS500 (dextran sulfate 500, 5 μg/mL in
SCM) was used as a positive antiprion control. The slices were then
cultured for an additional 14 DIV before harvesting. Fresh drug was
added at every medium change at indicated concentrations. The slices
were harvested for protein analyses or immunochemical analyses after
28 DIV, i.e., 3 weeks after infection among which was 2 weeks of drug
treatment.

Toxicity Assay of Antiprion Drugs. The cellular toxicity of
antiprion drugs was tested on cerebellar slice cultures established from
9−11 day old C57BL/6 mice prepared in the conditions previously
described. After 1 DIV, the drugs to test were added to SCM at 6, 20,
and 40 μM. As negative controls, SCM with and without DMSO only
(vehicle) were used. The slices were then cultured for an additional 20
DIV, which corresponds to a treatment 6 days longer than the one
applied to prion-infected OCSs. The immunofluorescence staining of
Purkinje cells, astrocytes and nuclei was performed as described below.

PrPres Immunoblot on Slice Cultures. Pools of slices (at least 4
slices/condition) were harvested by scrapping and homogenized at 20
μg/μL in 5% sterile glucose solution with a Rybolyser (Hybaid,
Middlesex, U.K.). PrPres was extracted following the Bio-Rad test
protocol43 by using 20 μg/mL proteinase K (PK) for 10 min at 37 °C.
For analysis, samples corresponding to 25 μL of homogenate (∼1 slice
equivalent) were processed and then loaded on a SDS-polyacrylamide
gel. For normalization purposes, 5 μL of non-PK-treated homogenate
was also loaded on a SDS-polyacrylamide gel. After denaturation, the
samples were run on 12% Criterion XT Bis-Tris gels (Bio-Rad),
electrotransferred onto nitrocellulose membranes (Bio-Rad), and
immunoblotted with anti-PrP antibody Sha31b44 for PK-treated
samples and anti-β-actin antibody (Sigma) for non-PK-treated
samples. The immunoreactivity was revealed by chemiluminescence
(reagents by Amersham Pharmacia Biosciences), imaged via a
GeneGnome machine (Syngene) and GeneSnap software (Syngene),
and quantified via GeneTools software (Syngene).

Immunofluorescence Staining on Slice Cultures. The slices
not harvested for the immunoblot analysis were fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde for 45 min. Purkinje cells (anti-Calbindin,
Chemicon, 1:1000) and astrocytes (antiglial fibrillary acidic protein
GFAP, DAKO, 1:500) were specifically labeled overnight. The slices
were then incubated for 3 h with appropriate 1:500 Alexa 488 (anti-
Calbindin green staining) or Alexa 555 (anti-GFAP red staining)
conjugated secondary antibodies (Invitrogen), and nuclei were stained
using DAPI nuclear marker (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, Sigma)
for 30 min and finally mounted in Fluoromount (Sigma). Fluorescence
was imaged via a Zeiss microscope and AxioVision software (Zeiss).

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT

*S Supporting Information
PrPres levels in the culture at each drug concentration (Figure
S1), compounds’ activity against [PSI+] and [URE3] prions
(Figure S2), tighter concentration ranges of GA, 6, and 7 tested
on MovS6 cells to define their IC50 (Figure S3), and compound
6, 7, and GA intrinsic toxicity on WT OCS evaluation (Figure
S4) and immunostaining to control the integrity of OCSs
(Figure S5). This material is available free of charge via the
Internet at http://pubs.acs.org/.
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